Molecular insight into the wetting behavior and amphiphilic character of cellulose nanocrystals.
The study of nanocellulose is a field of growing interest due to its many applications and its use in the development of biocompatible and eco-friendly materials. In spite of the vast number of studies in the field, many questions about the role of the molecular structure in the properties of cellulose are still subject of debate. One of these fundamental questions is the possible amphiphilic nature of cellulose and the relative role of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic effect on the interactions of cellulose. In this work we present an extensive molecular dynamics simulation study of this question by analyzing the wetting of cellulose with water and organic solvent, its interaction with hydrophilic and hydrophobic ions and its interaction with a protein (human epidermal growth factor, hEGF). We consider two characteristic cellulose crystal planes of Iβ cellulose with very different roughness, different hydrogen bonding capability and different exposure of cellulose hydrophobic groups (the (010) plane which has exposed -OH groups and the (100) plane with buried -OH groups). Our results show that both surfaces are simultaneously hydrophilic and lipophilic, with both surfaces having very similar contact angles. In spite of the global similarity of wetting of both surfaces, the molecular details of wetting are very different and substantial local wetting heterogeneities (which strongly depend on the surface) appear for both solvents. We also observe a weak interaction of both surfaces with hydrophobic and hydrophilic solutes. These weak interactions are attributed to the simultaneous lipophilic and hydrophilic character of both (100) and (010) cellulose surfaces. Interestingly, we found a substantial interaction of both cellulose planes with polar and apolar residues of the hEGF protein.